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Introductory Note

ln 1668, the Carmelite Paschasius (a Sancto fohanne Evangelista) ptb-
lished in Wtirzburg a book entitled Poesis artificiosa, comp sing a collec-
tion of miscellaneous poetic forms calculated to impress the readers. The
termpoesis artificiosa had been adopted to refer to elaborate poetic forms,
particularly those composed in Latin. Part and parcel of companions to
rhetorics and poetics, poesis artificiosa was to absorb both visual poetry
and poetic compositions characterised by elaborate metrą extraordinary
word order and puns. Poetic practice of that ilk had already been in
place no later than in ancient times. Registered in the literary heritage of
both the ancient Greeks and Romans and in the Far and Middle East
were works formally arranged into a specific shape or fashioned to
evoke a particular reading effect. The trldition of pattern poetry was
preserved in the Middle Ages largely owing to such authors as Optatia-
nus, Venantius Fortunafus, or the later exponent - Hrabanus Maurus.
Written not only in Latin but in vemacular languages and defined in po-
etics and rhetorics companions, elaborate poetic forms were domesticat-
ed and practiced regularly by sixteenth century European poets. Pattern
poetry gained in unprecedented populariĘ in the Baroque - a period
most inclined towards all manner of 'special effects'. This period was al-
so heavily marked by the overall absorption and flourishing of emblem-
atics, hieroglyphics, iconology, and other forms underscoring visual
qualities of work, resulting from the association that had developed be-
tween poesis and pictura. The tradition of pattern poetry was still going
strong in the eighteenth century Carmelite, jesuit and Franciscan orders.
This was because traditional means of poetic expression proved futile for
the purpose of communicating one's faith. The literary ł otm of. poesis arti-

ficiosa, in contrast, went hand in hand with religious content, enriched
meditation and spiritual experience. Opacity and polysemy were to
serve as a metaphor for a Christian's way to God - complex and unfath-
omable. Impermeable to thought, such content could be better communi-
cated via works that banked on the reader's sight as primary medium of
interpretation.

These works fulfilled a similar function in the Protestant tradition. In
both Christian traditions elaborate poems were composed not only to
communicate religious devotion, but also to commemorate the mighty as
well as to glamorise momentous events.

The title of the book extended before the reader's eyes seeks to do
justice to the content it promises. The works elaborated on in the respec-



The Theory of Poesis Artificiosa
in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania (1.660-77601

Iakub Niedź rlliedź
jagiellonian University

In this paper I  would like to take a closer look at the results that emer-
gence of the category of pattern poetry (toesis artificiosa) had for the theo-
ry of poetry at the beginning of the eighteenth century and later on. The-
se results significantly influenced the changes of understanding the poet-
ic art in those days. I  will base my study on sources coming from the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth but some conclusions might be useful
in studies on the development of pattern poetry in other parts of Europe
as well.

Pattern poetry became very popular around Europe in the seven-
teenth century.1 Therefore, there is nothing odd about the fact that from
the beginning of that century we come across characteristics of the genre.
Among the earlier fesuit works we count a textbook by Ioannes Buchler
from 1613 (an adaptation of the poetics by Iacobus Pontanus Poetices libri
IĄ, where we can find deliberations on leonine verse, echo, reciprocus
and proteus poem.2 To the currently well-known poetics of the kind be-
long Metametrica (1,663) of |uan Caramuel de Lobkovitz3 and Poesis artif-

Dick Higgins estimates that "nearly half of all known pattern poems date from
the seventeenth century." Dick Higgins, Pattern Poetry: Guide to an Unknown Lit-
erature (Albany: State Univ. of New York Press, 198Ą,77. Pattem poeĘ is usual-
ly mentioned when visual poeĘ and the visual aspect of poeĘ is discussed.
Cf., among others, John Hollander, Vision and Resonance: Two Senses of Poetic

Forz (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1975),245-270; Carole Anne Taylor, A Po-
etics of Seeing: The bnplications of Visual Form in Modern Poefry (New York, Lon-
don: Garland Publishing, 7985), 4-9; Richard Bradford, The Look of I t: A Theory of
Visual Form in English Poetry (Cork: Cork Univ. Press, 1993), 18-28; Piotr Rypson,
Piramidy, sł oftca, labirynĘ: Poezja wizualna w Polsce od XVl do XVill wieku (War-
szawa: Neriton, 2002\, V-56.
Rypson, Piramidy, sł orica, labirynĘ, 71.

Juan Caramuel y Lobkovitz, Primus calamus ob oculos ponens metametricam quae

aariis currmtium, recurrentium, adscenilentium, descandendentium nec non circumzł o-

lantium uersuutn iluctibus aut aeri inciso, aut buxo insculptos, aut plumbo infusos mul'
tiformes labyrinthos exornat (Rome: Fabius Falconius excudebat,7663). Cf. Roland
Greene, "The Lyric," in Glyn P. Norton , ed,., The Renaissance, vol. 3 of TIrc Cnm-
bridgeHistory of Literary Criticism (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press,7999),218;
Higgins, Pattern Poetry, 50.
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170 |akub Niedź wiedź

ciosa (1,668) of Ioannes Paschasius which served
majority of the like.4

teaching at school as the

-.nt nil t.nqltot ( Celo mclo rcdditu
Fortunt vob'isł  cł a r. puluir babct.

.r erdem.prernitr. illutlri fplendore corufcotr
Er quog obfcurol nominc femr tcgit.
fcim'ur & morimur fi quid fup6leddirur 3uI1
Prn graurb$r curir, prrfq dolorc flufr.
rircfdticcr ltd vor quo{  fere fequuntur,
Pofl hac Pcfp.uś or, ł / jt. bcat. m.bct.

IN SEPVLCHRVM t. D. PAL5,
' : :' tinł  VflncnGr. : '

', Eiufdcn.

tth T3hczytrn| ł , Stuccnfir pollcr Mrqci
At*  Rrdju jlr'a polł critacil cram.

num fare Duccrh nnrfil, nunc quot! &te fccundoi
McgJ,pqcrc viro Magnificcq DucrL

tsrrcHoN Qvo ANNVS MrcRA.
rionlrctufdcm l. D. cx bac.vitr contincrur.

loaonir Bolpatl

) Trlagcrc TcnCZJlnta noDo DIfeQra Volcbt
Pcnfa-Arropos, VcrVlr faLX rrVCVDcnta ncCls

iotcfequ.n,l. di0ichi verfu anni
4s qulb. virlr crprimunnrr : pollcrio

re vcr dieg obi.ur rt. Mirrii cft cornprctrcnfe
lVononobll, Vln Voc VlVlrcVlVt;

alro)

vJla vu' yaYalś  Ya'w..
potlca qVł  Vcnlcc VIta'pcrcnnlr rrlt

Figure2Ł'. An early Lithuanian example of pattem Poetry: chronosticon written by a
student of the Vilnian Academy, Ioannes Bolpafus, in:. Threni in exequias... Catlrcrinae

Rąditliliae de Tenczyn, Vilnae, Ex officina Iacobi Markowicz159Ż.

4 loannes Paschasius, Poesis artificiosa cum sibi praefixa perfacili manductione ad Par-
nassuln, tąm peterum, quam recentiorum poetarum ąuthoritate studiose eląborata: ln
usum studiosae iuaentutis proposita (Herbipoli: sumptibus Iohannis Petri Zubrodt
typis Eliae Michaelis Zinck,l'668). The second edition of the treatise from1674is
available at <htĘ:/  /books.google.com>. Cf. Higgins, Pattern Poetry, 50; Rypson,
Piramidy, sto ca, labirynĘ, 123* 127.

u
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However, from the early eighteenth century, when the pattern poetry
was commonly practised, some critical voices were raised and this led to
complete disappearance of the genre.s Basing on aesthetic and rational
premises critics depreciated poesis artificlosa. Main objections were relat-
ed to conceit, lack of solemnity and bad taste. Such stance was presented
by a Polish Piarist, Stanisł aw Konarski, one of the main initiators of the
educational system reform in the Commonwealth in the first half of the
eighteenth century. Konarski recommended avoiding devices character-
istic for chronosticons, stemmas, anagrams and other pattern composi-
tions judging them childish:

In prose to avoid poetical stylą to cease ridiculous frolics based
on words similariĘ and, in general, any childish ideas and ludi-
crous conceits about secondary things, that is as the "circum-
stances" say, on coats of arms, daył  places, medals, names, etc.6

Just a while before that, pattern poetry was attacked by Joseph Addi-
sory who in 1711, wrote a kind of "antipoetics" of pattem poehy. In No.
60 of The Spectator he discussed in detail anagrams, acrostics, Bouts-
Rim s and their poetical realisations, employing the very same examples
as did Paschasius and authors of the Lithuanian treatises. This Ępe of
poetry was characterised by false wit, and being a product of Catholic
monks (fesuits) and other backward inhabitants of the Continent was at
the same time devoid of good taste and often absurd:

The Acrostic was probably invented about the same Time with
the Anagram, tho' it is impossible to decide whether the Inven-
tor of the one or the other were the greater Blockhead.T

Negative evaluation of poesis artificiosa lasted for more than two hundred
fifty years and yet in the second half of the twentieth century scholars of
the old literature used the same objections as their Enlightened predeces-
sors' An exPert of the old literature and poetics, Teresa Michalowską writ-
ing about genre theory in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in the sev-
enteenth and eighteenth centuries, assessed the peak development of the
pattem poeĘ'in Poland and Lithuania in those days in the following way:

About criticism on Pattem poeĘ in European literature see Higgins, Pattern Po-
etry,73-15.
Stanisł aw Konarski, Pisma uł ybraną ed. Juliusz Nowak-Dł uż ewski (Warszawa:
PrW,1955),2:273.

foseph Addison, "The Spectator No. 0," in Donald F. Bond, ed., The Spectator
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965), 255.

5
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172 lakub Niedź wiedź

The tendency to putting the pattern poetry in the first place in
the hierarchy of literary kinds and genres was a symptom of the
typical alteration of literary taste at the close of baroque and the
times of Saxon kings | i.e.7697-7763]. The legislators of poeĘ
popularised a model of art which should be intellectually emp-
ty, deprived of ideological values and at the same time definite-
ly subjected to technical rules. Through the medium of school
didactics they tried to impose such a model upon literature. In
these endeavours inheres a clear evidence of decadence and de-
cay of contemporary literary culture which was remaining in
the range of the influence of the monastic school-system.8

In the passage quoted above my attention was attracted not only to the
negative opinions of poesis artificiosa, but also to the positive arguments:
about "putting the pattern poetry in the first place in the hierarchy of lit-
erary kinds and genres," about "the alteration of literary taste," and to
the great part which in this process is played by the "school didactics"
and "monastic culture."

From the thesis stated by Teresa Michał owska we can draw two
questions:

1. Why did pattern poetry gain such a Sreat autonomy?
2. \ĄIhy did this autonomy during the last two hundred fifty years

irritate and bother literary critics?

Further in this paper I  will try, above all, to give an answer to the first of
these questions and I  will commence with relating what solemn rhetori-
cians, described by Addison asblackheads, had to say on this subject.

Characteristic Outline of the Pattern Poetry in the Lithuanian
Poetics
The theory I  am going to discuss is one used at schools. I t was formulat-
ed to satisfy the needs of lecturers and students of humanistic colleges.
My observations are based on forty-one manuscript textbooks about
rhetoric and poetics written between 1'660-1760.e All of them were writ-

Teresa Michał owska, Staropolska teoria genologiczna (Wrocł aw: ossolineum, 1974),

1.41..

All the manuscripts mentioned here are stored in the collection of the UniversiĘ
Library in Vilnius (Vilniaus universtiteto biblioteka, hereinafter: VUB), the

Wr blewscy Library of the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences in Vilnius (Lietuvos
mokslq akademijos Vrublevskiq biblioteka, hereafter: LMAB), the Library of the

National Belarusian Academy of Sciences in Minsk (Ei6nixraxa Haqrrrł rrarrlnaŻ

8

9
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ten records of lectures in schools in the Great Duchy of Lithuania, one of
the two main countries included in the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth. In these times the majority of the colleges in Lithuania were tun
by three orders: Catholic Jesuits and Piarists and Uniat Basilians.lo The
)esuits were in the lead, their schools were the most numerous and they
even had their own university: the Vilnius Academy.ll The significance
of the academy as the centre of humanistic studies rose after 1608, when
the Lithuanian province of the Society of Jesus was separated from the
Polish one and became independent of it. Although both the provinces
held the same educational system that based on school regulations Raflo
studiorum (1599), one can notice that there were differences as to study-
ing humaniora in Lithuania. The Basilian collegesl2 took pattern from the
Jesuit ones, and so the literary theory practised there copied fesuit solu-
tions and often the jesuit textbooks were used there too.

Chapters dedicated to the subject we are interested in appeared for
the first time in the Lithuanian poetics in the 1680s, but it may be as-

aragsirł ii rranyx Eenapyci, hereafter: BNAN) and the National Belarusian Library
in Minsk (Haqrrrrranrrł ax 6i6nigrgxa Eenapyci, hereafter: BNB).

10 In this period in Lithuania there was also a Calvinistic gymnasium, firstly in
Kiejdany and later in Sł uck. But we do not know any textbooks that were used
there. Cf. Dainora Poćintć-Abukevićienl, "Protestanwzm," in: Vytautas Aliś kaus_
kas et. al., eds., Kultura Wielkiego lGięstwa Litał skiego: Analizy i obrazy, ł ans.
Paweł  Bukowiec, Beata Kalęba, Beata Piasecka (Krak w: Universitas, 2006),61'4;

IngĆ Lukś aitć ' Reformacija Lietuoos Didź iojoje Kunigaikś ĘstĘe ir Maź ojoje Lietuooje'
XVI a. trećias deś imtmetis - XVll a. pirmas deś imtmetis (Vilnius: Baltos lankos,
199\,462473.

11 About the role Vilnius Academy played in the culture of the Great Duchy of
Lithuania cf. Ludwik Piechnik, Dzieje AkademiiWilnskiĄ, vol' 1-4 (Roma: Institu-
tum Historicum Societatis lesu, 1983-190).

12 The order of St. Basil (the Basilians) was established in the 1620s. I t was an order
within the Uniat Chuch that came into being as a result of union in Brześ ć (Brest).

The union was concluded in l59 between the Catholic Church and a part of the
Orthodox Church which functioned on the area of the Polish-Lithuanian Com-
monwealth. Five Basilian collęges were set up in Lithuania at the tum of the sev-
enteenth and eighteenth centuries. cf. Stanisł aw Lile.Ę "lezuici na tle innych za-
konÓw męskich w Polsce w XVI-XVIII wieku," in Ludwik Grzebieri and Stanisł aw
obirek, eds., |ezuici a kulfura polska: Materiał y sympozjum z okazji ]ubileuszu 500-lecia

urodzin Ignacego Loyoli (1491-199L) i 450-lecia powstania Towarzystwa Jezusawego
(L540-1990) Krakou), 15-17 lutego 1991 r. (IGak w: WAIr4 1993),7%3; Alina Nowic-
ka-}eż owa, "Bazylianie na Kresach - poś redniry między kulturą oĘalną a ludo-
wą," ln Hanrn Dziechcir1ska, ed., Literatura i insĘtuĄe w daumej Polsce (Warszawa:
PWN, 198 ), 59-@; Matia PidĘpczak-Majerowicz, Bazylianie w Koronie i na Litwie.
Szkoł a i książ ki lł  dział alnoś ci zakonu (Y arszaw a: PWN, 1986).
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sumed that they had been written down yet in the preceding decade.
Such was the situation in the Polish province, where the earliest discus-
sions of pattern poetry can be found in poetics from the 1,670s, among
others, in the treatise about poetry entitled Attica Musa (1.674), written by
a Polish Piarist, Ignacy Ktzyż kiewicz'l3

However, pattern poetry was practised in the Lithuanian colleges
much earlier, even several dozens of years before the first theoretical de-
scriptions of it.14 Probably the earliest publications of the kind were an-
thologies of poems prepared by the students of the Vilnius Academy on
the occasion of the king Stefan Batory's arrival $Sf9\ts and funeral cycles
from the end of the sixteenth century. In the next century such poems
were inherent elements of almost every poetic anthology.l6 The monastic
regulations allowed practising this kind of poetry. I t was recommended
by Ratio studiorum which suggested that in classes of rhetoric and poet-
ics, pattern compositions were to be composed in addition to studying
classics and imitating traditional poetic and prose Benres. A professor of
rhetoric was to recommend exercises which consisted in "explicating hi-
eroglyphs, symbols, Pythagorean sentences, apophtegmats, proverbs,
emblems and riddles or in delivering them and on other activities, at the
teachers discretion."lT In the third edition of Bibliotheca selecta de Ratione
studiorum, a wide commentary to the |esuit regulation of the school-
system, Antonio Possevino described in detail some genres of the pattern
poetry including emblematics.ts Budding writers' fruits were to be ex-
posed in the corridors of colleges in a form of so called affixiones. Usual-
ly, they accompanied students' public declamations or performances,

Ignacy Y'tzyż kiewicz, Attica Musa Tlitoream et Hyampeum Parnassi colles ultro et

citro pentolans seu Epitome artis poeticae, anno symbolico VICtor, DIVes opVM slt
rege Ioannie polonVs. (Cracoviae: apud Albertum Gorecki, S.R.M.Typ., 116741),
46-61.
Cf. Higgins, Pattern Poetry, 130-745; Eglć PatiejonienÓ, Breaitas ornata: Maź osios
literaturos formos XVl-XVil amaź iaus Lietupos didź iosios kunigaikś Ęstćs spaudiniuose
(Vilnius: Lietuviq literaturos ir tautosakos institutas, 798), 153-203.
Cf. Eugenija Ulćinaitć, ed'., KaIbą aarź ybos: Lietuzlos Didź iosios Kunigaikś Ęstćs aal'
doaą ir didik4 saeikinimai (Vilnius: Iś leido Nacionalinis muziejus Lietuvos Didż io-
sios Kunigaikś tystćs valdovq rumai, 2010), 794.
Cf. Rypson' Piramidy, sł oł ica, IabirynĘ, 74-86, 102.
Laszlo Luk cs, ed., Rątio atque Institutio Studiorum Societatis lesu (1'586, 159L,
1599), vol.5 of Monumenta paedagogica Societatis lesu: Nwa editio penitus retractata

(Romae: Monumenta Historica Societatis lew, 1986), 427.
Antonio Possevino, Bibliotheca selecta ile Ratione studiorum ad disciplinas et ad sa-

Iutem omnium gentium procurandam... (Venetiis: apud Altobello Salicatium, 1 03),

549-551.

13
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which were organised several times a year on the occasions of various
church holidays.tr

Until the 1 60s in Poland or Lithuania we do not find any pieces of
literary criticism in which the pattern poetry would be discussed. I t may
seem strange that theoretical utterences appeared so long after the poetic
practise. The reason for this several dozen years delay is that generally
codification of the literary theory in colleges in the Commonwealth be-
gan late. Probably, making textbooks on the basis of lectures about rhet-
oric became a common practice in the 1660s,20 and on the basis of the
ones about poetics even later. Manuscript rhetorics from the first half of
the century are very rare and there were presumably no manuscript po-
etics whatsoever. Instead, subsequent editions of facob Pontanus' poetics
were in use. The only exceptions are the treatises of Maciej Kazimierz
Sarbiewski, written in the colleges in Polatsk (Poł ock) in mid 1620s, but
they go far beyond the standard course of poetics.2l

Presumably, a need of a more theoretical reflection and of reinforcing
students' knowledge of literary criticism appeared in the 1660s. In addi-
tion, it was about adjusting rules from the printed textbooks to the local
conditions which determined the poems and speeches written here. Be-
fore that, teachers were concentrated on training practical skills. This is
shown by a huge amount of works written by students and printed in
the university printing house in Vilnius and manuscript collections of
poems and speeches. Although within this practical teaching about liter-
ature there was a place for some comments on theoretical nafure of the

"Every other month some poems should be put up on walls in school to cele-
brate a more festive day, on the occasion of the election of people in charge or on
any other occasion - poems should be most carefully selected and copied by stu-
dents. In accordance to the local custom also short pieces of prose patterned on
inscriptions carved on shields, in temples, on tombstones, in gardens, on statues;
some descriptions, for example of a ciĘ, port or army; stories, for instance of a
god's deed. Finally, some paradoxes may be added but only with the vice-
chancellols consent, let there be some pictures appropriate to an emblem that
presents a story." Luk cs, Monumantapaedagogica,428.
Yet we must bear in mind that manuscripted textbooks of rhetoric were in use
already in the first half of the seventeenth century; books used in the Vilnian
Academy may serve as a good example. VUB MS F3-2726 (ca.1636) and VUB MS
F3-2172 (ca. 1 30-1650).
Maciej Kazimierz Sarbiewski , De perfecta poesi, sive Vergilius et Homerus, trans. Mar-
ian Plezia, ed. Stanisł aw Skimina (Wrocł aw: ossolineum, 1954); MacĘ Kazimierz
Sarbiewski, Wkkdy Wtyki: Praecepta poetica, trans., ed. Stanisł aw Skimina
(Wrocł aw: ossolineum, 1958); MacĘ Kazimierz Sarbiewski, Dii gmtium: Bogowie
pogan,preface, ed., trans. Krystyna Stawecka (Wroclaw: Ossolineum, 1972).

19



176 Jakub Niedź wiedź

thing, the main sources of any remarks of this kind were printed text-
books, mainly the two by Cypriano de Soarez and facob Pontanus, and
later also by local Jesuits: Michał  Radau and Zygmunt Lauksmin. one
may assume that, at first, theoretical explanations were reduced to the
minimum and, in accordance to what was recommended in Ratio studio-
rum, they were provided at the beginning of lectures, so that student
could know how to imitate hexameter, Horace or acrostic. Practising was
the main part of lessons. Although this did not change later either, com-
posing texts was then supported with wider theoretical foundation.

We must bear in mind that the users of the textbooks were teenage
students, so theoretical reflections on poetry codified in Jesuits schools in
Poland and Lithuania must have been concise and simplą and aimed at
organising knowledge and establishing rules of poetry. They were holis-
tic dissertations and therefore each of their elements was inscribed in the
structure of the whole knowledge of literature and occupied a particular
place in it. The textbooks were based on earlier published poetics or def-
initions and examples constituting loci communes in the contemporary
knowledge of poeĘ. This can be easily observed in some examples
which served to explain the discourse: identical poems cited in two dif-
ferent poetics do not necessarily prove that any of them directly influ-
enced the other one. In the poetics of Krzyż kiewicz the following poem
is provided as an example of logogryphz:

pit em tem cap em.
Qui ca uxor li it atque dolor

ret e tem f,rg e.

In a Lithuanian rhetorical commonplace book from the turn of the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries there is another version of the poem, ad-
ditionally supplied with a polemic Polish translation:

Qui ca uxor ca
ret e

Dla
biał ejgł owy czł ek

Bez

absque quiete labor
ret e.

wpada w
niewolą.

cierpi

pitpit

22 This kind of structure is called aersus concordantes.
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In older treatises about the literary theory there were various places occu-
pied by the discussion of the pattem poetry. Some of the genres of poesis
artifciosa (most frequently the hieroglyph, emblem and enigma) were char-
acterised in rhetorics, in chapters about inventiorL as a topos of extemal ar-
gumentation: De argumantis externis; De inaentione propositionis tam aulgaris
quam rarioris.23 A professor of the Vilnian Academy, |esuit Baltazar Dank-
wart, in the chapter on invention in his rhetoric treatise Artis praecEta rhe-
toricae from L663 characterised, for instance/ seven Ępes of anagrams. A
little bit later he discussed the extemal toposes as well: "ad testimonium
revocabimus sententias, ada$a, paradoxa, problematą geroglifica [sic!] ,
symbola, aenigmata, apophtegmatą stemmata etc."24 And there was a
place for emblems, too. Sometimes the subject of emblems was brought up
in chapters focused on amplification that was an element of deliberations
on inventiory and it was often given in a form of examples.2s

The pattern forms were also discussed in dissertations on invention
in separate genres. In a treatise written about1727-1728 therc is Inaentio
symboli ael emblematis or lnventio mausolaei.z In a rhetoric from around
1727 the pattern way of writing poems was treated as a device that could
be used to create a different genre, e.g. elogium:

2-do. per hieroglyphicum vel symbolum effingitur imago rei
cuiuspiam tractandae in elogio et ex illa sumifur impetus ad to-
tum elogium conficiendum. Hoc modo frequenter utitur Em-
manuel Thesaurus.2T

The second way. With a hieroglyph or symbol there is created a
picture of a thing, about which the elogium is to be, and from it
the inspiration to create the whole elogium should be drawn.
This way was often used by Emmanuel Tesauro.

However, we usually find a characteristic of pattem poetry in poetic trea-
tises, not in rhetoric ones. In the second half of the seventeenth cenfury

Rhetoric textbooks from the turn of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries:
VUB MS F3-1427, fols. 38v-40r and from 1695, VUB MS F3-2188, fol.76v. Cf. also
LMAB MS F41,-612 (a rhetoric from the first half of the seventeenth century), fol.
Or i BNB l,tIS W1/221, (a rhetoric from 1687); WB MS F3-1133, fols. 26v-34v;

vUB MS F3-1324, fols. Ż7t-28v; VUB Ms F3-2177, fols. 3] .v-34v (a rhetoric from
1 '82). Cf. Eugenija UlćinaitĆ, Teoria retoryczna w Polsce i na LiŁwie w XVLI wieku:
Pr ba rekonstrukcji schemafu retorycznego (Wrocł aw: ossolineum, 19u), 64.
VUB MS F3-2103, fol.23r.
VUB MS F3-2232 (a rhetoric trom7666), fols. 18r-40v, WB MS F3-2275,1o1.112r.
WB MS F3-1430II, fols. 125r-726r.
WB MS F3-1430I, fol. 15r. Cf. also VUB MS F3-1353, fols. 88r-94r.

23

24
25

26
27
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and sometimes in the eighteenth century it was included in deliberations
on epigram or placed directly after the chapter on epigrammatic poeĘ.
such information one can find in numerous manuscript poetics from the
end of the seventeenth and the beginning of the eighteenth century.zs

A major change came in the early eighteenth century. Gradually, the
classification of pattern poems as epigrammatic poetry stopped in favour
of treating them as a separate category, for which a distinct nomencla-
ture was reserved.2e We can find a handful of examples in a poetics from
the beginning of the eighteenth century written in an unidentified Jesuit
college. I t is divided into three parts. In the first one the author discusses
letter and chria, the second one is about the main poetic kinds and gen-
res, and the last one is entitled: De poesi iucunda, curiosa et artifciosi. ln
tum, a,poetics written in174T0 contains a chapter De carmine artificiosi
placed between a part about heroic poetry and series of random extracts.

Characterising pattern poetry generally came down to providing
names of genre, a clear definition and examples. Sometimes, information
about the origins of a name or sub-genres was added. A list of genres of
poesis artificiosa in certain poetics amounted from few to more than twen-
ty items. A wide and quite early catalogue is given in a manuscriptlnsti-
tutum rhetoricum seu Leges religiosae rhetorum societatis /esu written down
in the Vilnian Academy in1687.31It is placed within deliberations con-
cerning epigrammatic poetry, which is typical for those times. In this
treatise some of the listed poems were not defined as separate genres or
at least sub-genres but as ways of writing epigrams. These are variants of
pattern texts we can single out:

gryphus (riddle);
anagramma (here: acrostick);
logogryphus (logogryph);
aenigma (enigma; riddle);

28 LMAB MSF41-612, VUB MS F3.646, VUB MS F3-920, VUB MS F3-1063, VUB MS
F3-13 3, VUB MS F3-1376, VUB MS F3.1375, VUB MS F3-1.414, VUB MS F3-1.427,
VUB MS F3-1746, VUB MS F3.2087 I, VLIB MS F3.2135, VUB MS F3.2188, WB
MS F3-2199, VUB MS F3-2277. Cf. UlćinaitĆ, Teoria retoryczna, 1-65; Michał owska,
Staropolska teoria genologiczna, 139.

29 Cf. Michał owska, Staropolska teoria genologiczna, 139-'!'40; Rypson, Piramidy,
sł ori ca, labiryn ty, 120.
VIIB MS F3-1556. Cf. also VUB MS F3-952; VUB MS F3-1004; WB MS F3-1005;
VUB MS F3.1069, VUB MS F3-1395, VUB MS F3-1404, VUB MS F3-1420, VUB MS
F.3-27@, BNB MS W1./74 (the manuscript was written in the basilian college in
Zyrowice in 77 24-17 26).
vuB MS F3-2054.

1.

2.
J.

4.

31
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5. labirynthus (labirynth);
6. protheus (protheus poem);
7. epigramma musicum (music epigram);
8. epigramma chronosticum (chronosticon);
9. epigramma echicum (echo);
L0. epigramma anagrammaticum (anagram);
L1. epigramma dialogicum (dialogue epigram);
L2. epigramma cancrinum (cancers);
L3. epigramma leoninum (leonine verse);
14. and additionally affectiones epigrammaticae (pattern couplets,

e.g. versus rapportati).
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Figure 25: Passages on a chronosticon verse in a treatise lzlstitutum rhetoricum seu
Leges religiosae rhetorum Societatis lesl (Vilnius, 768Ą,wB MS F3-2054, fols. 119v-

720r.

The list above should be supplemented with forms named in other poet-
ics of the time:

1.. symbolum (symbol);
2. inscriptio(inscription);
3. nodus;
4. apologus;
5. apophtegmatum;
6. achronosticus;
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7. chronographicus;
8. palindromus;
9. * emblema (emblem)32;
10. * stemma.

Among the genres characterised by the author of the manuscript Institu-
tum rhetoricum, the labirynthus - a labyrinth poem - may be particularly
interesting. With this name the Jesuit rhetor named five different types of
visual poems. He considered a word labyrinth and a combinatorial poem
(inscribed in a chequer of 194 fields) the two most significant of them:

Hic modus labyrinthorum meo iudicio esse potest aliis omnibus
praestantior non parumque ingenii ac laboris requirit. (k. 115v.)

In my opinion this form of labyrinths can stand out from all the
others and requires quite a good deal of talent and labour.

;.[ flgryfftrlrl,r

Figrrre 26: A labĘnth in: lnstitutum rhetoricum..., fol. 116r.

32 I  have never found any description of emblem or stemma in chapters entitled De
poesi artifciosa. I t accompanies other pattern forms in chapters about epigram,
e.g. VUB .ll9FS-1746, fol.34r (ca.1720).

{ n7rrł
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The combinatorial poem could generate a tremendous amount of verses
of different meaning: "illi duo versus aliquoties centies vario et vario
modo legi possint" (fol. 115v). The relations with the current mathemat-
ics and linguistics must have interested the Vilnian Jesuit very much. He
provided rules of composing such poems and instanced two works con-
structed according to them. Although in both examples a few local
names apPear (Wilia, Łukiszki, Pirisk), the poems are probably adapta-
tions of some foreign text.33

The second type of a machine-poem was a labyrinth in shape of a cir-
cle, which worked alike the chequer labyrinth. Another two variants of
labyrinth are figural poems in shapes of moon, cross and star or flowers
and trees. The last type of lab/+ irynth was a poem including an inter-
text, that is carmina cancellata ('cage poems'), patterned on the well-
known cycle by Venantius Fortunafus. The author, however, gave no ex-
amples of visual poems, stating that sfudents "should easily compose
such works by themselves." Clearly/  permutative linguistic constructions
of all the kinds were of a much gleater significance to him, e.g. protheus
poem, anagram, cancers or the aforementioned pattern couplets that
worked similarly to aersus ravportati: aersus correlatiai, clncordąntes,
aequidicum, dorącharus and macrocollum (or tartigradum'y carmen. The Jesuit
lecturer gave several examples of such poems, providing some of them
with information that they go beyond the grammatical correctness of
Latin and may be written only for fun:

Pix, pax, fex, fax, lex, lux, nex, nix, nox quoque strix, styx,
Et rex, et grex, et crux habet ipsa crucem.

The light character of pattern poetry was emphasized also in other treatises
on poeĘ, but even though in the very same dissertations it was recom-
mended to use such forms for quite serious panegyrics or religious poems.

Many examples provided by the author of lnstitutum rhetoricum are
included in other, usually later, treatises on poetry or rhetoric. As I  have
mentioned before, they constituted common knowledge of teachers and
students in humanistic school in those times, not only in Lithuania. For
instancą the previously mentioned distich was often quoted in the dis-
sertations, e.g. in Tirocinium Eloquentiae (1694) by a Vilnian professor/

33 The latter of these two works is in a later manuscript lrom 1702: Wojew dzka
Biblioteka Publiczna im. Hieronima Łopacir1skiego in Lublin (Hieronim
Łopacinski Voivodship Public Library in Lublin), MS 1949 I, fol 71r. Cf. Rypson,
Piramidy, sł oł ica, labirynĘ, 333.
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Maciej Suffczyrlski. The assessment of the correctness of the distich was
quite the same ("Quod carmen vitiosum est, nisi ioci causa scribatur."
[ 'This poem is incorrectly written and one wrote it only for pleasure.']e).

Figtre 27: A labirynth in:.Institutum rlrctoricum..., fol.177r.

Baltazar Dankwart as an example of protheus poem used a hexameter in
honour of the Holy Mother, arranged by a fesuit, Bernard van Bau-
huysen (Bauhusius),3s who lived before Dankwart. Dankwart noticed

VUB MS F3-2188, fol. 14v. Further information on this subject and its European
renown can be found in and article by Piotr Rypson included in this volume.
VUB MS F3-2703, fol.7t.

34
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with admiration that the poem can be transformed in1022 ways. A simi-
lar testimonial was also given by Paschasius, who placed the entirety of
the poem within his Poesis artificiosa,36 and half a century later by a jesuit,
fakub Chrzanowski, in his treatise Aureum eloquentiae poffium (17te1.tz
Almost at the same time (L71L), in a different part of Europe, the epigram
was quoted by foseph Addison as a product of a monk, who leading a
layabout life did not have anything better to do:

I  have likewise seen a hymn in hexameters to the virgin Mary,
which filled a whole book, though it consisted but of the eight
following words:

Tot tibi sunt dotes, Virgo, quot sidera caelo.
Thou hast as many virtues, O Virgin, as there are stars in heven.

The poet rung the changes upon these eight several words, and
by that means made his verses almost as numerous as the vfu-
tues and the stars which they celebrated. I t is no wonder that
Men who had so much time upon their hands did not only re-
store all the antiquated works of false wit, but enriched the
words with inventions of their own.38

How to Recognise a Pattern Poem When You See One?
The former deliberations lead to the conclusion that the status of pattem
poetry in the second half of the seventeenth century and the first half of
the eighteenth century in Lithuania was twofold. In the second half of the
seventeenth century it was described in the chapters about epigrammatic
poeĘ, but it occupied so much place there that the traditional epigram
receded into the background. At the beginning of the following century
pattern poetry was even more the focus of attention. Rhetoricians strove
to make poesis artifciosa something like an autonomous kind of literature,
a genus. After discussing the whole poetical art in general they placed a
section entitled poesis artifciosa or poesis curiosa and they did it on the same
principle on which other kinds of literature (lyric, epic and drama) were
discussed. All the above-mentioned forms and poetic genres, previously
counted among poesis epigrammatica, were then considered pattem poetry.
At the same time we can notice that at least until the third decade of the
eighteenth century in many poetics these forms and genres were included
in the chapters of epigrams. Therefore/ pattern poetry might have been a

Cf. Rypsorr' Piramidy, sł o{ lca, labirynry, 798-303.
VUB MS F3-1376, fol. 273v.
Addison, "The Spectator, No. 60," zil. Cf . Taylor, A Poetics of Seeing,9.

36
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part of the former way of thinking of poetics, but it might well have gone
beyond this way. In the second case placing poesis artificiosa at the end of
the treatises of poetry3e induces to put a question: did pattern poetry
begin to dominate other genres, as it was suggested by Teresa Michał ow-
ska,40 or did it have a place which was completely different and alterna-
tive to the former theoretical presentations of poetry?

The indefinite status of pattern poetry seems to be confirmed not on-
ly in the textbooks of poetics but also in those of rhetoric. They presented
poesis artificiosa as a particular use of figures and toposes, which should
serve inaentio and be subordinated to the traditional literary genres. The
anaBram or polyptoton in some poetics classified as autonomic pattern
genresal in the theory of rhetoric are simply figures of words. Treating
pattern poems as elements of a major whole is noticeable not only in the-
ory but also in literary practice. When taking a closer look at printed
acrostics or figural poems, they usually are a part of other major texts:
panegyrics, epithalamia or elegies.

The old literary theory in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth tried
to define genres using either structural or functional criteria (classifying
texts according to their purpose). The presentations of pattern poetry in
Lithuanian poetics of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries are more
of the second kind, since it would be quite hard to find anything com-
mon for a stemma and a chronosticon apart from the fact that they both
have a limited application and both are "pattern". The patternness, how-
ever, is an inexact criterion, which we can easily observe in the example
provided below.

In 1695 in Vilnius appeared a panegyric in honour of Iwan Mazepa (a

hetman of the Zapotozhian Cossacks) that consisted of a number of mi-
nor works.a2 There are poems in a shape of triumphal arch, in a shape of
coat of arms or an acrostic. But among them there is also a poem com-
posed in eight line stanzas, an elogium and a prose speech in Latin. All
these literary forms were treated in the same way: they have a refined
and diverse form, which should prove the author's skills and give pleas-
ure to the reader. Thus arises a question about what decides that one

VUB Ms F3Ą56, VUB MS F3Ą86, VUB MS F3-'l'420, vUB MS F3-2075 (1660),

BNAN Ms09L/74 Óorł g 23, on'{ cb nr 1, e4. xp. 348.
Cf. Michał owska, Staropolska teoria genologiczna, 14'l'.
VUB Ms F3-2188, fol. 14r. Krzyż kiewicz (Attica musa,57) writes: "Polyptoton est
poema, in quo aliquod nomen per casus declinatur, et ab iis casibus semper in-
choanfur versus."
Filip Orlik (Pylyp Stepanovych Orlyk), Alcides rossyjski triumfalnym lawrem ukoro-
nmł any |an Mazepa, lttman ulojsk ich carskiego majestatu zaporoskicll (Wilno, 1695).
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text, e.g. acrotelestic, is classed with pattern poetry and another, let it be
octave, is not. Lithuanian poetics from the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries are silent on this point.

Icgomoś ći Prnu Hctmrnowi

.Zaporozlkich.ri.g : ? : .1

..':* t* '
pnrif 6bioof.

Figure 28: An acrostic verse: Filip orlik (Ęlyp Stepanovych or|yk), Alcides rossyjski
triumfalnym laulrem ukoronwł any |an Mazepa, hetman wojsk iclt carskiego majestafu

zaporoskiclt [ 'Russian Alcides crowned with a triumphal laurel wreath: Ivan Mazepa,
the commander-in-chief of the Zapotizhia army of His MajesĘ the Tza1] (Wilno,

16es).
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As I  have mentioned previously, at the beginning of the eighteenth cen-
tury poesis artifciosa emerged in Lithuanian poetics as a category of kind
(genus), but basing on such treatises it would be difficult to tell what it is
and- according to which rule the forms listed before, like anagram, laby-
rinth or oersus rapportati, were considered pattern. The auth rs indicale
predominance of ars over ingenium, att over talen! but this is quite a
vague indicator.a3 The theory of other European countries does noi make
the thing easier: actually nowhere can we find a precise definition of the
term.aa For there is no possibility to ask the old rhetorician about the def-
inition, I  shall try to carry out an experiment involving the current ex-
perts in old poetry.

15th to the L8th Centuries _ Theory and Practice (University pf Szcż ecin, Sep_
tember 2010) received a questionnaire with some poeiiCforms and weie
asked to decide which of them were pattern.as I t turned out that chron-
ostic, acrostic, aersus rapportati, carmen cancellatum, cancers/  figural poem,
labyrinĄ ana8ram and elogium were classed with poesis irtificiosa by
each and every one of the respondents. And almost all of them denied
that emblem, octave, leonine verse, sonnet and stemma belong to this
category.

Probably, people in the first half of the eighteenth century could have
understanded the essence of patterness intuitively, just like we do now.
Both for the people in the first half of the eighteenih century and for us it
ls_not a problem to understand the meaning of patternness intuitively.
when current Polish scholars see a pattern poem, they consider it be-
longing to this category. However, if we tried to formulite a definition of
pattern poetry, it would be very hard to establish its features. The main
difficulty is the undefined adjective artificiosa, the precise meaning of
which is difficult to grasp. For there are texts the pitternness of w ich
has to be proved through a subtle, even scholastic reasoning.

Let us go back to the panegyric in honour of hetman Mazepa. poems
in a shape of triumphal arch or acrostic will undoubtedly be ręarded as
examples of pattern poetry. \Ą/hat is more, we will find a confirmation of

44
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Michał owska (Staropolska teoria genologiczna,'l'40) quotes such an imprecise defi_
nition: "Nomine carminis artificiosi intelligitur carmen iuxta artem specialem
scriptum, quod plus de arte, cum labore habet quam ingenio." (Biblioteka Czar-
toryskich in Krak w, M52373I, fols. 99-100).
I t is not provided in the before-mentioned study of paschasius, although a major
part of it is focused on the pattern poetry.
I  would very much like to thank all these people who filled in the questionnaire
and patiently answered my numerous e-mails.
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our intuitions in the eighteenth century poetics: acrostic and figural po-
em are fall into the pattern forms. But what should we do with the elogi-
um or the Polish poem composed of eightJine stanza? During the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries elogium was considered a prose genre
and discussed in rhetorics, and thus it could not have been regarded as
poesis, much less as poesis artifciosa. The majority of scholars today share
this view, although they point out the refinement of the genre: conceit,
fancy alliterations, that it belongs to visual literature and that it is close
to the current understanding of what poetry is. The poem written in oc-
tave, despite the fact it is thought a pattern stanza, would not be classed
w ith p o esis ar tifi cio sa.

There is a conclusion to be drawn from the described experiment -
not every way of using ars, art of composing a poem, decides about as-
signing the poem to the category we are interested in. The determining
criterion is rather to make use of traditional forms to compose a text
based on new rules. I f we make up a poem of ten dactylic hexameters,
we stay within the traditional poetics, based on neoclassical imitation of
antique literature. But if we form it into a pentagram, the poem changes
its status and is no longer a plain epigram but an example of poesis artifi-
ciosa. I  suppose, however, that not only transformations of this kind de-
termine whether a text is pattern or not.

I t seems that in the print from 1695 all the texts: the triumphal arcĘ
the elogium, the ode, the poem in a shape of Mazepa's coat of arms, the
poem written in octave and an obelisk are equally considered pattern
literature. As it was the case in many other anthologies of the time, the
constitutive feature of this panegyric anthologyis that it comprises a ma-
jor number of minor texts of praise, each of which requires high poetic
skill (ars), considerable amount of effort, ingeniousness and making use
of the visual qualities of text.a

4 Pattem literature exposes visual qualities of a text and spatial understanding of
poeĘ in general. Cf. Alastair Fowler, Triumplul Forms: Structural Patterns in EIis-
ąbethan Poetry (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1970), IX-XI. Thus Pattern
poeĘ anticipates one of the main feafures of the contemporary understanding
of poeĘ in general. Cf. Hollander, Vision and Resonance, 3 and 270-279; Brad-
ford, The Look ofIt,1, and27-28.
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Figure 29: A triumphal arch of Ivan Mazepa: Filip orliĘ Alcides rossyjski...

Each of them undertakes the same subject (praise of hetman Mazepa)
and presents it in a new way. In this case not only is the coat-of-arms po-
em a pattern one, but also the ode and the one composed of octaves may
be called so. Writing the latter two, as I  have said before, requires as
much skill as composing an acrotelestic. But it is our subjective decision,
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if an octave belongs to poesis artifciosa. Thus visual poem is only a par-
ticular, very clear and easy to identify example of pattem poetrp while a
cycle of twenty epigrams praising the virginity of the Mother of God
with the use of fancy conceits can become pattem as a result of further
explanation.
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Figure 30: The coat of arms of lvan Mazepa: Filip Orlik, Alcides rossyjski..
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47 While the two orders were not coherent, they existed in parallel. such was the

case of the literary practise as well: in many branches of the literary ouĘut de-

spite practising the pattem literature, yet in the mid eighteenth century we come

across adhering to ciceronianism and horatianism.

It is likewise when it comes to a number of "genres" that old rhetors and
current experts would class with pattern poetry without hesitation. Ana-
gram, oersus rapportati or acrostic are nothing, if not figures of words.
Lithuanian theoreticians in the second half of the seventeenth century
regarded them precisely thus, as rhetoric figures, in majority considering
them subgenres of epigram. In terms of classically understood poetics or
rhetoric most of pattern forms can be discussed within deliberations on
invention (e.g. elogium) or elocution (anagram, acrostic, leonine verse
etc.). When it comes to the genre theory, the majority of such texts were
seen as subgenres of epigrams or a kind of technical solution entirely
subordinate d to ars epigrammatica.

Nevertheless, the eighteenth-century rhetoricians decidedly separat-
ed these forms from epigramatic poetry, thereby making a creative ges-

ture: "what you see, is poesis artifciosa which has a different status than
the former poetry."

Yet, at the same time, elements attributed to pattern poetry remained
a part of traditionally described poetic order that assumed a division of
poetry into lyric, epic and drama. Furthermore, many other elements
lrom this traditional order could have become text of poesis artificiosą in
favourable circumstances, as it happened to the panegyric for Mazepa,
when epic forms (octaves) and lyric ones (odes) were considered
alikeacrostic or figural poem. Thinking in terms of poesis artificiosahad a

tendency to include all the genres and kinds of literature in the range of
patternness. Every text could become pattern, if the context favoured
ś uch a conversion. The gesture bringing a new kind of literature (genus)

into being consisted in establishing a new way of thinking of poetry, al-
ternative to neoclassical system, which was recommended by fesuits in
Ratio studiorum.aT

In Lithuanian poetics and rhetorics it is noticeable that the attempts
to describe pattern poetry cannot remain within the former way of think-
ing of poetry. In other words, the ]esuit course of poetics basing on clas-
sicil aś sumptions was unable to include the new ways of practising po-
etry and yet stay coherent. This is the reason why in fesuit poetics there
are two ways of describing poetry that exclude one another. The attempt
to grasp poesis artifciosa abit more theoretically was, at the same time, an
attempł  to respond to innovative formal experiments in Polish and Latin
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literature of the time. Therefore, school textbooks of poetics in the first
half of the eighteenth century had to function as both normative and de-
scriptive poetics simultaneously. I t seems that their authors were not
aware of the significance of the attempts to resign from the neo-classical
poetics based on the rules of imitation. I t is also hard to find, whether
these efforts were successful: yet in the 1740s they began to be thought a
symptom of deterioration by the supporters of the aesthetics of Enlight-
enment classicism, like Konarski, and in a dozen or so years were com-
pletely abandoned as infantile, old-fashioned and devoid of taste.

Tr anslated by Kaj a S zymaitska


